The way your home or business looks tell people who you are...
Your lighting effects should reflect the hightest quality, just as your design
and landscaping do, chosse the best. Choose Nightscaping®.

Nightscaping® will extend the
usable hours of your property.
This means you can sit back,
relax and enjoy the outdoor
areas of your home whenever
you wish, day or night.

home with warranty protected, professionally
engineered, premium quality landscape lighting.
Nightscaping®
outdoor
lighting is a professional
home improvement. As
such, Nightscaping® brand
equipment is available only
through a network of qualified
lighting professionals. These
designers and installers provide
the creative and technical skills needed
for you to discover the hidden beauty
present in your property.

Customize the evening appearance
of your home to reflect your
individual taste and style. By
using the downlighting techniques
shown, you can direct attention
toward your favorite landscape
features.
Nightscaping® equipment is
designed to blend seamlessly with
the surrounding environment.
This allows you to add function
and romance to all of your
evenings with a lighting system
engineered to compliment, but
not
compete
with
your
landscape.
Ensure safe foot travel throughout your landscape and protect
your home from the threat of would be prowlers
with Nightscaping®. Our lighting systems will ease
your liability concerns and create a safer
home environment for your family and
friends to enjoy.
No home is complete without Nightscaping®.
Take advantage of this opportunity to see the
beauty you’ve been missing in your landscape.
This is your chance to simultaneously enhance the
safety, security, value and visual appeal of your

“What Nightscaping® provides me with as an architect and contractor is unsurpassed in the industry."

As a landscape Architect Derek Warren was impressed
by the whole package that came with his relationship
with Nightscaping®. Derek says, "The quality, service,
friendliness and help provided whenever I need it, has
made me truly a loyal and committed partner with
Nightscaping®.

Natural
Environment

Impressed by the quality of our product, he decided to
attend a Nightscaping® seminar. After this he began
making Nightscaping® an integral part of every design
and installation his company sells.
Regardless of the season or setting there is
always hidden beauty waiting to be discovered in
the landscape. The evening hours alone present
you with countless opportunities to uncover the
visually stunning secrets harbored by your very
own home and property.

Natural Environment will be glad to show you the
quality of our professional line of warranty protected
fixtures and finishes, discuss your outdoor lighting
expectations, and answer any additional questions you
may have.

Nightscaping® brand outdoor lighting will allow
you to...
• Increase the safety, security and value of your
property.
• Considerably boost the evening beauty and
visual appeal of your landscape.
• Continue outdoor activities like dining or
entertaining long after night falls.
• Realize the ultimate potential of your home
and personal living space.
Nightscaping® is the original 12-volt outdoor
lighting manufacturer. We pioneered the
technology and have been proudly manufacturing
safe operating, energy-efficient, professional
landscape lighting systems and solutions in
Redlands, California, U.S.A. since 1959.
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Discover the Hidden Beauty
of Your Home

